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The Carbon CycleThe Carbon Cycle



WhatWhat’’s the schedule?s the schedule?

�� Lecture on carbon cycleLecture on carbon cycle

�� Where does the CO2 come from and go to?Where does the CO2 come from and go to?

�� Terrestrial organic carbon cycleTerrestrial organic carbon cycle

�� Ocean inorganic carbon cycleOcean inorganic carbon cycle

�� Discussion of fossil fuel alternativesDiscussion of fossil fuel alternatives

�� Game timeGame time



Annual Average CO2 Concentration

Mauna Loa, HI (Elevation: 12,000 ft.)
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Antarctic Ice Core Data
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Vostok Anarctica Ice Core Data
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Discuss carbon using
-- Box diagrams
-- Reservoirs 
-- Flow of matter

=    Reservoir

=    Flux of material



A Bathtub 

an example of a reservoir
(the amount of water is the Burden of the reservoir)

Input (Source)
(flow of water into 

the tub)

Output (Sink)
(flow of water 
out of the tub)



When the flow of water into the tub 
equals the flow out of the tub, the water 
level does not change.

Steady state conditions:  

Input = Output
Source = Sink



Residence Time

The average length of time matter 
spends in a reservoir

Residence time =   Burden  / Sink 



A Bathtub 

Tub holds 100 liters (Burden)
Source = Sink = 5 liters/minute

What is the residence time of water in the tub?



A Bathtub 

Tub holds 100 liters (Burden)
Source = Sink = 5 liters/minute

Residence time =   100 liters 
5 liters/minute

= 20 minutes



The Terrestrial Organic Carbon Cycle

Photosynthesis

CO2 + H2O →→→→ CH2O + O2

←←←←

Respiration and decay

• On land, production of organic carbon by photosynthesis
is largely balanced  by respiration and decay

-- Respiration: Used by both plants and animals to
to produce energy for metabolism

-- Decay: Consumption of dead organic matter
by (aerobic or anaerobic) micro-
organisms



"Breathing of the Biosphere""Breathing of the Biosphere"

annual cycle of CO2 at Mauna Loa
(and year-by-year increase)

photosynthesis
or

respiration?

photosynthesis:   CO2 +    H2O   ->    CH2O  +  O2



CO2 in the Atmosphere
“the Keeling Curve”

Photo

Photo (spring /summer)

Decay (fall / winter)



On a global scale, we measure quantities of carbon
in gigatons (Gt)

1 Gt = 1 billion metric tons

1 metric ton = 1,000 kilograms

Typically, we only count the weight of the carbon
itself, i.e., for CH2O we neglect the weight of the
H2O. So, we write these units as Gt(C).



Atm. CO2
Output

Photosynthesis
60 Gt(C)/yr

Input

Respiration & decay
60 Gt(C)/yr

CO2 reservoir size:  760 Gt carbon



Atm. CO2
Output

Photosynthesis
60 Gt(C)/yr

Input

Respiration & decay
60 Gt(C)/yr

CO2 reservoir size:  760 Gt carbon

Residence time:     760 Gt(C) = 12.7 yr
60 Gt(C)/yr  



Atm. CO2
760 Gt

Plants
600 Gt

Consumers
∼∼∼∼0

Photosynthesis Respiration

Soils
1,600 Gt

60 30

30
decay

death

30
death

∼∼∼∼0

The Terrestrial Organic Carbon Cycle



Bottom line!Bottom line!

�� Carbon cycles every year between Carbon cycles every year between 

atmosphere and plant communityatmosphere and plant community

�� About 60 About 60 Gt(CGt(C) per year ) per year –– pretty much in pretty much in 

balancebalance

�� Amount is a function of standing biomass Amount is a function of standing biomass 

–– doesndoesn’’t change much from year to yeart change much from year to year

�� Annual cycle in atmosphere is about 6 Annual cycle in atmosphere is about 6 

ppmppm at Mauna Loa (out of 370)at Mauna Loa (out of 370)



The Inorganic Carbon Cycle

Carbon Uptake by the Oceans:

1. The biological pump
2. Air-sea gas exchange



CO2 in ocean waterCO2 in ocean water

�� CO2 is CO2 is soluablesoluable in ocean waterin ocean water

�� Makes carbonic acid (like the acid in soda Makes carbonic acid (like the acid in soda 

pop) = H2CO3 = 2Hpop) = H2CO3 = 2H++ + CO3+ CO3--

�� Equilibrium between CO2 in atmosphere Equilibrium between CO2 in atmosphere 

and in oceanand in ocean

�� If CO2 in atmosphere goes up, then If CO2 in atmosphere goes up, then 

dissolved CO2 in ocean goes updissolved CO2 in ocean goes up



Atm. CO2

Surface Ocean
DIC

Deep Ocean
DIC

Air-sea exchange

DIC = Dissolved
inorganic carbon

Biological pump

~100 m

~4 km



The Biological Pump

transfer of CO2 to the deep ocean:

Photosynthesis creates organic matter; this sinks to 

the deep ocean, where it decays back to CO2



The Biological Pump

transfer of CO2 to the deep ocean:

Photosynthesis creates organic matter; this sinks to 

the deep ocean, where it decays back to CO2

North Atlantic Pacific Ocean

Deep water



The Biological Pump

transfer of CO2 to the deep ocean:

Photosynthesis creates organic matter; this sinks to 

the deep ocean, where it decays back to CO2

North Atlantic Pacific Ocean

Deep water

Transfer of carbon

photosynthesis



The Biological Pump

transfer of CO2 to the deep ocean:

Deep water becomes enriched in CO2

The carbon is recycled to the surface ca. 1,000 years 

North Atlantic Pacific Ocean

Deep water

Transfer of carbon

photosynthesis



Photosynthesis

CO2 + H2O → CH2O + O2

sinking particles

Respiration

CH2O + O2 → CO2 + H2O

surface

water

deep

water



Photosynthesis

CO2 + H2O → CH2O + O2

sinking particles

Respiration

CH2O + O2 → CO2 + H2O

surface

water

deep

water

This pumps up the CO2 partial pressure of deep water…



Atm. CO2

Surface Ocean
DIC

Deep Ocean
DIC

Biological pump

pCO2 = 370 ppmv

pCO2 = 370 ppmv

pCO2 ≅ 1000 ppmv

• Deep water has a

higher CO2 partial
pressure than does

surface water



Natural CO2 cycleNatural CO2 cycle

�� Small amount of carbon is moved each Small amount of carbon is moved each 
year from mixed layer to deep ocean and year from mixed layer to deep ocean and 
to deep ocean floorto deep ocean floor

�� The carbon on the ocean floor ends up The carbon on the ocean floor ends up 
back in the back in the ““magmamagma””

�� Replaced by volcanismReplaced by volcanism

�� Stable on timescales of millenniaStable on timescales of millennia

�� Carbon replaced slowly to atmosphere by Carbon replaced slowly to atmosphere by 
volcanic eruptions and volcanic eruptions and outgassingoutgassing



Carbon cycle: reservoirs and couplingsCarbon cycle: reservoirs and couplings



So why is CO2 increasing in the So why is CO2 increasing in the 

atmosphere?atmosphere?



Antarctic Ice Core Data
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Mauna Loa Data

CO2 Growth rate 1000 to 1800 = ~ 0



1 7 0 0 1 8 0 0 1 9 0 0 2 0 0 0

M a u n a  L o a  D a t a

270

370

GTonnes of CO2 
produced from 
fossil fuel usage



CombustionCombustion

CH4 + 2 (O2)  =>  CO2 + 2 (H2O)CH4 + 2 (O2)  =>  CO2 + 2 (H2O)

Methane



CO2 Growth Rates (per year)CO2 Growth Rates (per year)





Largest EmittersLargest Emitters
Developed & DevelopingDeveloped & Developing



Carbon Budget in GtC (IPCC AR4)
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Bottom line!Bottom line!

�� CO2 is increasing in the atmosphere CO2 is increasing in the atmosphere 

because of fossil fuel burning (primarily)because of fossil fuel burning (primarily)

�� About 50% of that CO2 emission stays in About 50% of that CO2 emission stays in 

the atmospherethe atmosphere

�� The rest goes into the ocean (making it The rest goes into the ocean (making it 

more acidic) and the biotamore acidic) and the biota

�� The rate of CO2 increase is increasingThe rate of CO2 increase is increasing


